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Art has the incredible ability to show
how changes in perspective alter the way
we see and think about the world. In his
famous essay Abstract Art, critic Clement
Greenberg gives an example of this: one of
the great revolutions in Western painting,
which saw the flat canvases of Gothic and
Byzantine art give way to the conquest of
three-dimensionality in the Renaissance,
came from a new awareness of space,
sparked by the then-recent conquest of
new continents.
The exhibition Experiments with Drawing
seeks to provide another example of
this. Through the works of five artists, it
shows how contemporary art has given
drawing a new creative dimension by
conceiving it as a work of art on its own
right. Until now it had been mainly seen
as a sketch, a mere trace of the creative
process; but contemporary artists focused
their attention on another of its qualities:
by its nature, drawing has the ability to
dilute the divisions between different
fields of knowledge and between artistic
techniques. Architects, typographers and
urban planners, among others, use drawing
to develop their projects, and these types
of images can become three-dimensional,
be set in motion and be thought of as a
performance if the attention is placed on
the moving hands creating the lines.
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According to renowned theorist Katherine
Stout, this malleable character increases
drawing’ potential and its ability to nourish
the art world with new knowledge, thus
opening the possibility for explorations.
In his works, Cuban artist Yornel Martinez
relates drawing with writing. When
talking about Caligramas (Calligrams)
he explains that “in many of these visual
poems I explore the relationship between
an image that represents and a text that
signifies, the image acquires a double
meaning.” Martinez plays with language,
with the mental images evoked by words,
thus getting the viewer to reflect on their
meanings. Hector Garzon, for his part,
uses it to talk about Colombia’s political,
social and environmental reality. Sinfonias
Mudas (Mute Symphonies) are drawings
of songs of bird species we are about to
lose due to the accelerated pace at which
deforestation is advancing.
Camilo Bojaca arrives at drawing through
architecture and landscape. “I’m interested
in interpreting the forms of representation
that came from landscape and architecture
at the beginning of the century,” he says.
Bojaca intervenes engravings printed in
old newspapers by altering the spaces with
geometric figures that change the original
image’s aesthetics.
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Ivan Perera also uses drawing to intervene
objects. His canvases are the back covers
of books painted with charcoal, ink, paint,
thread, wood and burning processes.
Perera is interested in exploring these
materials and learning about their origins
and composition.
Artist Angie Vega focuses on the
representation of everyday life, particularly
that which takes place within Bogota’s
houses. The series of drawings she exhibits
shows-in an almost three-dimensional
way- how newspapers are often used to
pack household objects in the event of a
move. Vega paints the folds of the paper
as if they were cubist sculptures the viewer
has to look around.
The most appreciated characteristics
of XX century art have always been
present in drawings. They are spontaneity,
experimentation, creativity, frankness,
simplicity, expressiveness, immediacy,
rawness, expression of identity and
openness to infinite possibilities. Precisely
because of this, it is worth exploring them
in all their complexity.
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YORNEL MARTINEZ
Cuba, 1981. Lives and works in Havana, Cuba.
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Yornel’s work has a marked conceptual imprint where
the use of language in a whole range of tautological
variations and literary references becomes a fundamental
element. His works move in diverse media: drawing,
painting and also installations, objects, calligrams and
interventions in public spaces.
His research moves around the idea of “expanded
drawing”. It is a study in which he considers how
drawing, a discipline that is understood as twodimensional, can acquire three-dimensionality, leaving
the pre-established, renewing itself and providing new
perspectives.
In his works Calligrams and other visual poems,
Sketchbooks and Impersonal Story, the artist explores
the relationship between the image that represents and
the text that signifies. In these works he explores writing
itself and the impossibility of language to apprehend
reality.
Yornel’s work can be found in the following collections:
Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, Havana, Cuba; Jumex
Collection, Mexico City, Mexico; Bronx Museum, New
York, USA; Pérez Art Museum (PAMM), Miami, USA;
Fine Art Center, Colorado, USA; Museum Voorlinden,
Wassenaar, The Netherlands and CIFO, CisnerosFontanals Art Foundation, USA.
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Notebooks

Black ink on notebook
11 2/5 x 15 2/3 in / 29 x 40 cm
2016-2021
Price: $ 1,000 USD

Notebooks
Colored ink on notebook
8 1/3 x 11 2/5 in / 21 x 29 cm
2016-2021
Price: $ 800 USD

Calligram Book
Artist’s book
9 x 6 1/3 x 0,6 in / 23 x 16 x 1,5 cm
2013
Price: $ 700 USD

YORNEL MARTINEZ
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Brackets
Calligram on vinyl
81 1/2 x 82 2/3 in / 215 x 210 cm
2021
Price: $ 1,000-1,500 USD
(depends on the size)

Impersonal Story
Installation
Variable measurements
2 AP + Ed 3
2015
Price: $ 3,500 USD

Impersonal Story
Drawing
8 1/3 x 11 in / 21 x 28 cm
2022
Price: $ 500 USD
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IVAN PERERA
Cuba, 1989. Lives and works in Havana, Cuba.
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Perera is interested in the origins of materials, their
history, their composition, their physical appearance
and how they adhere to a given environment or situation.
That is why he works with different media: sculpture
and installation, photographs and drawings. Through
them, he follows the time in the object: the decisions,
the accidents that occur, the accumulated experiences,
the learning and the ideas that derive from the object.
In this series of works the books shed their pages to give
way to drawings. The covers are freed from the weight of
the original text to propose visual annotations that come
to supplant the place of the great stories or knowledge
shared by society. The book object is dissected and in
the process of dematerialization new possibilities arise
for the reconstruction of a body of knowledge.
Ivan studied visual arts at the Academia de Bellas Artes
Eduardo Abela (2008-2012) and at the Instituto Superior
de Arte (ISA) (2013-2018) both in Cuba. His work has
been exhibited at The Church, Vermont Studio Center,
Johnson, VT (2019); El Museo Nacional de Arte, La
Paz, Bolivia (2018); the Ludwig Foundation, Havana
(2017); Rogue Space, Chelsea, New York (2016); Burg
Giebichenstein University, Halle, Germany (2016);
Artista X Artista, Havana (2016) among others. Perera’s
work is now part of El Espacio 23 Collection of Jorge M.
Pérez of Miami.
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Lovers IV
Book cover
22 x 34 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

Parallel Lives III
Book cover, glue,
InnovaEtching Cotton Rag
photo paper 315 gsm
8 1/4 x 12 in / 21 x 30,5 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

Tired Power

Book cover, acrylic paint,
tea and varnish
8 1/4 x 11 1/4 in / 20,5 x 28,5 cm
2018
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

IVAN PERERA
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Pyromaniac Poetry IV
Book cover, ashes, graphite,
glue
8 1/4 x 11 1/4 in / 20,5 x 28 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

Untitled III
Book cover, graphite,
acrylic paint and glue
9 1/3 x 13 in / 23,5 x 33 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

Balanced Speech

Book cover, talcum powder,
glue, graphite and colored
pencils
8 1/2 x 12 in / 21,5 x 31 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)
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Horse head
Book cover and ink
8 1/4 x 11 1/4 in / 20,5 x 28 cm
2018
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

Flagellated star
Book cover, talcum powder,
glue, graphite and colored
pencils
9 4/5 x 17 1/3 in / 25 x 44 cm
2018
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

Epitaph II
Book cover, acrylic paint and
graphite
8 2/3 x 12 2/3 in / 22 x 31,5 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

IVAN PERERA
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Reflections II
Book cover, ink
9 1/3 x 13 in / 23,5 x 33 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

Recipe for
after love
Book cover
ink
8 1/4 x 11 1/4 in / 20,5 x 28,5 cm
2018
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

Fragile Reading II
Book cover and thread
7 x 9 2/3 in / 18 x 24 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)
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Temple in a puddle
Book cover and ink
7 2/3 x 12 in / 19 x 30 cm
2018
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

Untitled V
Book cover, ink
and thread
8 1/4 x 12 in / 0,5 x 30 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

Migrants III

Book cover, wooden
beads and threads from
a necklace and silicone
9 1/5 x 14 4/5 in / 24 x 38 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

IVAN PERERA
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Unfinished Painting
Book cover
paint and varnish
8 2/5 x 12 in / 20 x 30 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)

The book of light

Book cover, paint
and kerosene
8 2/5 x 12 in / 20 x 30 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,500 USD
(framed)
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CAMILO BOJACA
Colombia, 1985. Lives and works in Bogota, Colombia.
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Plano de Corte (Cutting Plane) is an experimental
exercise in which Camilo approaches the notions of
architecture and landscape, through the exploration
with three of the most recurrent materials in his
artistic practice and research, where interests underlie
to configure structures and spaces with the tensions,
contrasts and balances between; concrete, graphite
mine and paper.
In Plano de Corte (Cutting Plane) his interest is
oriented to interpret the forms of representation that
have been given from the landscape and architecture
at the beginning of the century and the contrast with
the present day. In each historical period there is a
search for the spirit and aesthetics linked to the values
and feelings that evoke the needs of the moment. In
this series he intervenes engravings printed in period
newspapers where landscapes or architectures are
identified. On them he makes a first layer directly on
the paper with pencil looking for polygons or smoother
and pure forms very representative of contemporary
architecture; in a second layer he develops a structure
made with graphite mines, or spatial drawing, which is
superimposed floating on the paper.
Camilo Bojacá began his career studying plastic arts
at the National University of Colombia in 2005. In
his projects you can see a variety of techniques being
predominantly drawing and sculpture. His works can
be found in public and private collections such as
the Alejandro Castaño collection and the Museum of
Bogota.
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From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled I
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872)
and structure in 0.7 mm graphite mines
8 1/2 x 11 1/2 x 1 1/5 in
21,6 x 29,1 x 3 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,120 USD
(framed)

From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled II
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872)
and structure in graphite mines of 0,7 mm
8 1/5 x 10 4/5 x 1 1/5 in
20,6 x 27,6 x 3 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,120 USD
(framed)

From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled III
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872)
and structure in graphite mines of 0.7 mm
7 3/5 c x 10 3/5 x 1 1/5 in
19,3 x 27,1 x 3 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,120 USD
(framed)

CAMILO BOJACA
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From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled IV
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872) and
structure in graphite mines of 0,7 mm
6 3/5 x 11 1/5 x 1 1/5 in
17,3 x 28,3 x 3 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,120 USD
(framed)

From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled V
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872)
and structure in graphite mines of 0,7 mm
4 4/5 x 10 3/5 x 1 1/5 in
12,3 x 27,3 x 3 cm
2022
Price: $ 900 USD
(framed)

From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled VI
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872)
and structure in graphite mines of 0,7 mm
5 1/2 x 11 1/5 x 1 1/5 in
13,9 x 28,3 x 3 cm
2022
Price: $ 900 USD
(framed)
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From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled VII
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872)
and structure in graphite mines of 0,7 mm
6 2/5 x 7 1/2 x 1 1/5 in
16,3 x 19 x 3 cm
2022
Price: $ 900 USD
(framed)

From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled VIII
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872)
and structure in graphite mines of 0,7 mm
6 2/5 x 6 2/5 x 1 1/5 in
16,3 x 19 x 3 cm
2022
Price: $ 900 USD
(framed)

From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled IX
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872)
and structure in graphite mines of 0,7 mm
6 2/5 x 7 1/2 x 1 1/5 in
16,3 x 19 x 3 cm
2022
Price: $ 900 USD
(framed)

CAMILO BOJACA
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From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled X
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872)
and structure in graphite mines of 0,7 mm
13 4/5 x 19 3/5 x 1 1/5 in
35,5 x 50 x 3 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,760 USD
(framed)

From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled XI
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872)
and structure in graphite mines of 0,7 mm
13 4/5 x 19 3/5 x 1 1/5 in
35,5 x 50 x 3 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,760 USD
(framed)

From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled XII
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872)
and structure in graphite mines of 0,7 mm
13 4/5 x 19 3/5 x 1 1/5 in
35,5 x 50 x 3 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,760 USD
(framed)
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Price: $ 1,760 USD
(framed)

From the series Cutting Plane, Untitled XIII
Pencil drawing on newsprint (1872)
and structure in graphite mines of 0,7 mm
13 4/5 x 19 3/5 x 1 1/5 in
35,5 x 50 x 3 cm
2022

Cutting plan #1

Price: $ 2,560 USD

Graphite mine structures
paper and rocks
11 4/5 x 19 3/5 x 11 4/5 in
30 x 50 x 30 cm
2022

CAMILO BOJACA
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HECTOR RAFAEL GARZON
Colombia, 1993. Lives and works in Bogota, Colombia.
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Hector’s work is framed in the themes of conservation and
biodiversity, with a special focus on Colombian flora and fauna.
He focuses especially on drawing, animation and ceramics,
but understands the latter as another form of drawing. For his
works he starts from a rigorous research on the problems that
affect the species, the actors involved in the problem and the
ecosystemic importance of our biota; this in order to invite
dialogue and educate about the importance of our natural
resources.
In Sinfonias Mudas (Mute Symphonies), the issue of the
murder of environmental leaders in Colombia is addressed
and a parallel is established between the loss of their voices
and consequently the loss of the birds’ songs in those territories
they seek to protect. The vast majority of them disappear
due to deforestation by land appropriation processes and the
excessive development of agricultural and livestock industries.
These forest ecosystems are not only valuable for the species
that inhabit them, but are also important carbon sinks, which
makes them an invaluable resource in the fight against climate
change.
In this order, the sound investigated in the recordings of birds in
areas where there have been recent murders of environmental
leaders are from the “chara hermosa” or the “urraca hermosa”,
species that inhabit between Colombia and Ecuador and
are slightly endangered. This recording was deconstructed
in sequential points that allow us to graphically capture the
sound; until it is abruptly silenced to give way to silence. The
environmental leaders are abruptly silenced and with them,
the songs of the species that inhabit the scenarios they protect
have been muted.

HECTOR RAFAEL GARZON
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Price: $ 900 USD
(complete installation,
without frame)
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Mute symphonies

Oil on 250 gr folio paper
and video (10’00”)
Variable dimensions
(96 sheets of 10 x 15 cm
384 neo magnets, 384
magnets,
4 x 6 in / 10 x 15 cm)
2022

HECTOR RAFAEL GARZON
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ANGIE VEGA
Colombia, 1993. Lives and works in Bogota, Colombia.
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Her work has focused on the representation of everyday
life, especially what happens inside popular housing
in Bogota. The stories that Vega shows through
representation have witnessed her passage through
life, which is also an invitation to remember stories
similar to those she represents. Through drawings and
paintings she seeks to generate links with the viewer to
recall experiences.
In the last series of drawings, the artist emphasizes
paper and newspaper, not as a distant element of
the family nucleus, but as a shield that at some point
protected those important objects that said goodbye to
the place they inhabited. This is why in the drawings the
intervention of the newspaper itself is notorious.
We usually focus on the final result, discarding the
rehearsals that led to the conception of a piece. Angie
honors this process by showing us how the paper comes
to life and becomes the medium, the material and the
protagonist of the work.
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From the series

Shields

Graphite, thinner, watercolor
and newspaper on paper
13 3/5 x 19 2/5 in
35 x 49 cm
2022
Price: $ 580 USD
(framed)

From the series

Shields

Graphite, thinner, watercolor
and newspaper on paper
13 3/5 x 19 2/5 in
35 x 49 cm
2022
Price: $ 580 USD
(framed)

ANGIE VEGA
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Price: $ 580 USD
(framed)
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After

Pencil on paper
18 4/5 x 15 1/2 in
48 x 39,5 cm
(with frame)
2021

ANGIE VEGA

MAPART

Variation

Price: $ 580 USD
(framed)

Pencil on paper
18 4/5 x 15 1/2 in
48 x 39,5 cm
(with frame)
2021

ANGIE VEGA
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YULI CADAVID
Colombia, 1982. Lives and works in Medellin, Colombia.
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BASIC PHYTOTHERAPY,
Mom’s Remedies In Covid’s Time

Yuli Cadavid’s project for MAP’s Cabinet d’Objects,
shows the theoretical appropriation and technical
skill on the craft of drawing, watercolor, bookbinding
and engraving, which allow her to experiment in the
processes of elaboration of her graphic pieces. Yuli
presents a cabinet of curiosities where plants and family
tradition are the means to express her way of seeing,
feeling and facing the covid pandemic.
In each piece she presents an illustration as if she wanted
to transport the viewer to the botanical expedition of
Mutis or to the times of Humboldt, speaking in a past
tone when in fact she is relating a current problem in
which we are all immersed and which has not gone
unnoticed. From the selection of materials, the type
of paper used, the tonalities, the formalization and
contraction of each book-object, Yuli invites us to
reencounter family traditions, to reappropriate them, to
maintain their legacy and to experience in plants a relief
and a poetic-visual refuge from this unimaginable vital
experience.

YULI CADAVID
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From the series

BASIC PHYTOTHERAPY

Mom’s remedies in times of Covid
Sorprenderse
Intervened book and drawing
14 1/2 x 12 1/3 x 2 1/2 in
37 x 31,1 x 6,2 cm
2022
Price: $ 870 USD
(framed)

From the series

BASIC PHYTOTHERAPY

Mom’s remedies in Covid’s time
Common Ivy
Intervened book and drawing
14 1/2 x 12 1/3 x 2 1/2 in
37 x 31,1 x 6,2 cm
2022
Price: $ 870 USD
(framed)
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From the series

BASIC PHYTOTHERAPY

Mom’s remedies in Covid’s time

Phytotherapy Folder

Folder of 5 watercolors and
acrylic on fique paper
watercolor: 15 2/5 x 9 4/5 in
38,5 x 25 cm
Folder: 23 1/2 x 16 4/5 in
59,5 x 43 cm
Series of 3 unique
handmade pieces
2021
Price: $ 1,730 USD

From the series

BASIC PHYTOTHERAPY

Mom’s remedies in Covid’s time
Lemon
watercolor and acrylic on fique paper
17 4/5 x 15 3/5 x 4 2/5 in
45 x 39,8 x 11 cm
2022
Price: $ 870 USD
(framed and with the base)
Price: $ 825 USD
(without base)

YULI CADAVID
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From the series

BASIC PHYTOTHERAPY
Mom’s remedies in the time of Covid
Apothecary
Etching on aluminum and conservation
box in wood
Etching: 10 4/5 x 8 1/5 in
27,5 x 20,5 cm
Box: 21 4/5 x 13 in
55,6 x 33,2 cm
Etching: 2PA + Ed 5
2022
Price: $ 1,410 USD
(in preservation box)

From the series

BASIC PHYTOTHERAPY
Mom’s remedies in Covid’s time

Master formula

Linoleum engraving on rice paper
17 3/5 x 5 1/5 in
45 x 13 cm
With base, engraving: 14 2/5 x 10 4/5 in
36,5 x 27,5 cm
1 PA + Ed 14
2022
Price: $ 100 USD each
(unframed)
$ 180 USD
(framed)
$ 1,200 USD
(base + full series)
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Price: $ 870 USD
(framed)

From the series

BASIC PHYTOTHERAPY

Mom’s remedies in Covid’s time
Systemic Botany
Intervened book
10 x 12 4/5 x 2 1/3 in
25,5 x 32,5 x 5,9 cm
2022

YULI CADAVID
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Price: $ 870 USD
(framed)

From the series

BASIC PHYTOTHERAPY

Mom’s remedies in Covid’s time
Plants
Intervened book
12 1/2 x 12 1/2 x 2 1/3 in
31,6 x 31,6 x 5,9 cm
2022
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From the series

Price $ 580 USD
(framed) ea

BASIC PHYTOTHERAPY

Mom’s remedies in Covid’s time
Herbarium
3 drawings
12 x 18 in
30,6 x 20,2 cm each
2022

From the series

BASIC PHYTOTHERAPY

Mom’s remedies in Covid’s time
Eucalyptus
Artist’s book, monotype engraving
open book: 90 1/2 x 7 4/5 in
230 x 20 cm
Conservation Box: 8 x 10 3/5 x 2 in
20,4 x 27,3 x 5 cm
2022
Price: $ 1,600 USD

YULI CADAVID
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ISABEL GOMEZ MACHADO
Colombia, 1995. Lives and works in Medellin Colombia.
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Isabel’s work mixes graphic elements with traditional
techniques. Her work includes oil, acrylic, gouache and
colored pencils. She uses found objects, family photos
and reliance on memory to work.
Her work is constantly related to her family. Isabel
questions the inheritances she receives in order to
understand her own environment and character.
The inheritances of the body, the emotional ones, the
inheritances of the territory, the ones that make her
sick, the ones that help. She evaluates what to do with
them, whether to destroy them or continue them.
The series Silencio, Cuerpo y Hogar (Silence, Body
and Home) is the rupture of the family since the recent
divorce of her parents. The mother is represented by an
inert object that when falling to the ground makes no
sound and the father is represented by the fragility, the
porcelain that when falling hurts its sound. The broken
home ends up being the mixture between the silence of
a mother and the oppressed fragility of a father.

ISABEL GOMEZ MACHADO
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From the series
Silence, Body and Home

Silence

Oil on paper
13 3/5 x 9 4/5 in
35 x 25 cm
2022
Price: $ 370 USD
(framed)

From the series
Silence, Body and Home

Body

Oil on paper
13 3/5 x 9 4/5 in
35 x 25 cm
2022

Price: $ 370 USD
(framed)

From the series
Silence, Body and Home

Home

Oil on paper
8 1/5 x 5 1/2 in
21 x 14 cm
2022
Price: $ 240 USD
(framed)
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Price: $ 35 USD
(unframed)

Bengal

Reproduction
19 4/5 x 13 3/5 in
50 x 35 cm
Ed 35
2021

ISABEL GOMEZ MACHADO
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Study of the work
“Origin of the World”
by Gustave Courbet (1896)

Reproduction
19 4/5 x 13 3/5 in
50 x 35 cm
Ed 15
2021
Price: $ 35 USD
(unframed)

Aunt

Reproduction
13 3/5 x 9 4/5 in
35 x 25 cm
Ed 15
2021
Price: $ 25 USD
(unframed)
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Price: $ 45 USD
(scarf + book)

The words
of men
Handkerchief printed
on recycled polyester
and publication printed
in risograph,
Handkerchief:
26 4/5 x 27 in
68 x 69 cm
Ed 40
2022

ISABEL GOMEZ MACHADO
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Montenegro Art Projects - MAP is an art management
company that develops international art projects and
creates experiences around art.
Based in Bogota, MAP is formed by the art gallery,
MAP Parque 93; the private art collection, Casa MAP
and MAP Travel, a specialist in art tours and travel for
collectors.
At MAP we are convinced that through art we can
broaden our perspective as individuals and as a society.
We are a platform that gives a voice to emerging artists.

Contact: MAP Parque 93
Ana Lucia Arbelaez
+57 3186037809
ana@mapart.co
Cra. 13 #93- 68. Of. 405
Bogota- Colombia

@mapart.co
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